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1. BACKGROUND {#dad212044-sec-0050}
=============

Adults with Down syndrome (DS) have benefited from improvements in medical care, nutritional practices, and public health policies that have occurred over the last century.[^1^](#dad212044-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#dad212044-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} These positive developments, along with societal changes that have benefited all people with developmental disorders (eg, deinstitutionalization), have resulted in a dramatic extension of their life expectancy.[^3^](#dad212044-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Life expectancy is now approaching that of the neurotypical population for many of individuals with intellectual disability (ID), although DS continues to contribute to earlier mortality risk.[^4^](#dad212044-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^5^](#dad212044-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

Dementia is among the most serious public health concerns faced by elderly adults, with disease progression having devastating impacts on independent functioning and quality of life. Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is the most common cause[^6^](#dad212044-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} currently affecting more than 44 million worldwide.[^7^](#dad212044-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Demographic projections, based on continuing population longevity, indicate that the number of affected individuals will triple by 2050.[^8^](#dad212044-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the discovery of effective treatment and prevention methods is one of the highest priorities for current biomedical research.

Lifespan development for adults with DS is atypical in many respects and an increased risk for AD is a well‐established phenotype.[^9^](#dad212044-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [^10^](#dad212044-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#dad212044-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#dad212044-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#dad212044-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The high risk for AD has been attributed largely to the triplication and overexpression of the gene coding for amyloid precursor protein, located on chromosome 21, contributing to the increased production of amyloid beta (Aβ) protein leading to amyloid deposition in the brain.[^14^](#dad212044-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Recognition of the importance of early diagnosis of AD has led to an emphasis on understanding the prodromal stages of disease. Much effort in the field of aging and dementia has been devoted to the early signs and symptoms that could be used as reliable markers of disease progression.[^15^](#dad212044-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Then, as efficacious interventions become available, clinicians can identify at‐risk individuals to prevent or slow progression to severe dementia.

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is now recognized as a broad construct referring to the prodromal condition that precedes dementia, having a variety of causes with multiple clinical profiles.[^16^](#dad212044-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} This state, intermediate between an individual\'s "normal" functioning and dementia, is characterized by relatively subtle cognitive decline, with day‐to‐day functioning minimally affected.[^16^](#dad212044-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Though the construct has evolved over the last 25 years, the core criteria have remained unchanged.[^17^](#dad212044-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Petersen et al[^18^](#dad212044-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} originally emphasized impairments in memory processes (now known as amnestic‐MCI), but there has been significant broadening of the construct to include non‐amnestic and mixed subtypes.[^19^](#dad212044-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} While a decline in cognitive abilities, greater than would be expected with aging per se, is necessary to diagnose MCI in the neurotypical population, diagnostic criteria have relied on performance profiles on norm‐referenced tests that provide standardized scores reflecting the individual\'s percentile relative to the general population. However, there is no "gold standard" consensus specifying which specific tests to use for diagnosis. There also remains debate regarding the defining quantitative severity of impairment (although there is consensus that it should be insufficient to justify a diagnosis of dementia). Performance 1.5 standard deviations below the neurotypical population mean (in one or more domains) in tests of cognitive abilities has been serving as an operational criterion in broad use.[^20^](#dad212044-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [^21^](#dad212044-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} This condition will often precede a diagnosis of aging‐related dementia and it can persist for an extended period.[^22^](#dad212044-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

As research on MCI has progressed, several areas of controversy have arisen concerning the specific boundaries of the condition, its precise definition, and the criteria used in various clinical settings.[^23^](#dad212044-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} This complexity is magnified for adults with DS because they have substantial lifelong cognitive deficits, which vary substantially in severity.

While the notion of MCI as a transitional stage between "normal" cognitive aging and AD is easy to grasp, development of an operational definition sufficiently precise to delineate a unique and useful diagnostic entity in individuals with DS has proven challenging. Clearly an objective criterion of performance on standardized testing of 1.5 SDs below the population mean is not applicable for adults with lifelong cognitive impairment(s), who typically perform below that level from early development. In fact, few studies have focused on MCI among adults with DS (MCI‐DS) and none have proposed explicit diagnostic criteria applicable to this population, although reports have emphasized the significance of this condition.[^10^](#dad212044-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^24^](#dad212044-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [^25^](#dad212044-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^26^](#dad212044-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Research in Context {#dad212044-sec-0060}
-------------------

Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature on mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) in the neurotypical population and in adults with Down syndrome (DS). Few existing studies focused on MCI among adults with DS (MCI‐DS) and none have proposed explicit diagnostic criteria applicable to this population, although they emphasized the significance of this condition. These relevant citations are appropriately cited.Interpretation: The authors identified objective measures sensitive to the emergence of MCI‐DS in adults with DS and were able to quantify further decline associated with progression of AD to incident dementia.Future directions: Several instruments: (1) showed considerable promise for use as outcome measures in future clinical trials targeting AD in adults with DS, (2) may inform diagnosis of early clinical impacts of AD for adults with DS, and (3) may serve as critically important tools in discovery studies for biomarkers of preclinical and prodromal AD.

A series of three studies evaluated testability for individuals ranging in the severity of ID, the sensitivity of objective measures of performance to the onset of MCI‐DS, and the ability of these measures to quantify subsequent decline indicative of dementia.

2. OVERALL METHODS {#dad212044-sec-0070}
==================

2.1. Participants {#dad212044-sec-0080}
-----------------

A large cohort of adults with DS (N = 687) was recruited for longitudinal studies with follow‐up at ≈14‐ to 22‐month intervals. Enrollment took place in several waves, with some participants examined up to nine times, others for only a single assessment. Inclusion criteria were: (a) a phenotypic or genetic diagnosis of DS, (b) 30 years of age or older, (c) vision and hearing sufficient for compliance with testing procedures, (d) communication ability sufficient to assent, and (e) provision of consent (by the participant or legally authorized representative). Over time, criteria shifted to increased participation of older adults having less severe ID. Mean age of participants at baseline was 51.6 years (*SD *= 9.1) and mean Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ) was 33.3 (*SD *= 7.3). The overwhelming majority of study participants were white (92%). Additionally, 5% were black/African American, 2% were Hispanic/Latino, and 1% were Asian. Recruitment, informed consent and study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the New York State Institute for Basic Research in Developmental Disabilities, Columbia University Irving Medical Center, and the New York Psychiatric Institute. Subsamples of these participants were included in Studies 2 and 3, as indicated in Figure [1](#dad212044-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flowchart of participant characteristics in studies 1--3](DAD2-12-e12044-g001){#dad212044-fig-0001}

2.2. Assessments {#dad212044-sec-0090}
----------------

All participants were evaluated with a manualized comprehensive evaluation which included: (a) a detailed review of clinical and medical records that included descriptions of health concerns, a list of all diagnoses received, recent histories of psychological assessments, level of intellectual disability (and/or IQ), and medication usage, (b) direct assessment of selected cognitive functions, and (c) structured informant interviews regarding day‐to‐day functioning and neuropsychiatric concerns. (Blood samples were collected via routine phlebotomy from willing participants for the examination of selected biomarkers of risk, but these findings were not considered for the present analyses.) Methods were selected to be generally consistent with guidelines recommended by a previous Working Group for the Establishment for the Criteria for the Diagnosis of Dementia in Individuals with Developmental Disability.[^27^](#dad212044-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Cognitive evaluations took approximately 2 hours to complete and included: (a) a modified version of the Selective Reminding Test (MSRT);[^25^](#dad212044-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#dad212044-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} (b) assessments of mental status: (i) a modified version of the original Mini‐Mental Status Examination,[^29^](#dad212044-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} the Modified Mini Mental Status Evaluation---Down Syndrome (MMMSE‐DS[^30^](#dad212044-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), (ii) an enhanced version of the Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination (DSMSE[^31^](#dad212044-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}), (iii) The Test for Severe Impairment (TSI[^32^](#dad212044-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}); (c) an adaptation of the McCarthy Category Fluency Test (CF‐T[^33^](#dad212044-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}); (d) The Block Design subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC‐Revised[^34^](#dad212044-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) supplemented with less complex items from the original DSMSE[^31^](#dad212044-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} (BLOCK‐T); and (e) the Beery Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual‐Motor Integration (long form \[VMI\]).[^35^](#dad212044-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

Informant‐based interviews focused on participants' cognitive, adaptive, and neuropsychiatric functioning and were conducted with a caregiver: (a) The Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities (DLD[^36^](#dad212044-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [^37^](#dad212044-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}); (b) The American Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale, Part I (ABSI[^38^](#dad212044-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Neuropsychiatric concerns were assessed with the (i) Reiss Screen for Maladaptive Behavior,[^39^](#dad212044-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [^40^](#dad212044-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} (ii) Columbia University Scale to Assess Psychopathology in Alzheimer\'s Disease,[^41^](#dad212044-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} and (iii) Neuropsychiatric Inventory.[^42^](#dad212044-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Findings in the area of neuropsychiatric concerns informed consensus decisions but were not considered for the present analyses. Note that criteria defining clinical dementia status have not been developed for the tests included in this battery, the only exception being the DLD. (However, we did not adhere to the specific DLD scoring criteria in our evaluations.)

2.3. Case consensus review procedures {#dad212044-sec-0100}
-------------------------------------

Determination of overall clinical dementia status was based on profiles of performance which were captured on summary sheets generated by the project coordinator and included all scores for the current test cycle being evaluated and any longitudinal data available from previous test cycles. Demographic information such as sex, age at test cycles, and level of intellectual functioning or IQ was also included. To determine clinical dementia status, profiles of performance across all tests were combined with clinical judgment during case consensus review for each participant that included senior staff members, the study coordinator, and research assistants who had direct contact with the participant(s) under consideration.[^25^](#dad212044-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^26^](#dad212044-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [^43^](#dad212044-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Criteria were conceptually consistent with those of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke‐Alzheimer\'s Disease and Related Disorders Association.[^44^](#dad212044-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Categories were: (a) cognitively stable (CS), indicating with reasonable certainty that significant impairment was absent; (b) (MCI‐DS), indicating that there was indication of subtle cognitive and/or functional decline over and above what would be expected with aging, though of insufficient severity to suggest the presence of dementia; (c) possible dementia, indicating that some signs and symptoms of dementia were present, but declines over time were judged to need further evidence of progression; (d) definite dementia, indicating with a high degree of confidence that dementia was present based upon substantial decline over time; (e) status uncertain due to complications, indicating that declines were observed that might be caused by some other concern unrelated to neuropathology (eg, psychiatric diagnosis, disruptive life event); and (f) indeterminable, indicating that the individual\'s preexisting developmental disability was of such severity that detection of decline indicative of dementia was not possible. (Note that individuals receiving classifications of "uncertain" or \'\'indeterminable" were not included in the analyses.) It is important to emphasize that consensus determinations of clinical dementia status were informed by performance on all individual tests. This introduced potential of partial circularity that might cause overestimation of the true sensitivity of these measures to differences in clinical status. This concern was recognized and addressed directly in Study 3, described below; findings indicated that this partial circularity only had an insignificant impact.

3. STUDY 1: TESTABILITY AND CROSS‐SECTIONAL ANALYSES OF AD CLINICAL PROGRESSION {#dad212044-sec-0110}
===============================================================================

Study 1 examined the appropriateness of specific methods used for the assessment of early AD. Aims included descriptions of the range of performance for adults with varying severity of ID, estimation of test‐retest reliability, and determination of minimum levels of preclinical performance that would allow quantification of subsequent decline. Groups varying in diagnostic status were compared.

3.1. Methods {#dad212044-sec-0120}
------------

### 3.1.1. Participants {#dad212044-sec-0130}

Study 1 examined the baseline assessment and the data from the first follow‐up to provide a conservative estimate of test‐retest reliability. Data were available for 561 participants who were identified with either CS, prevalent MCI‐DS, or prevalent dementia (categories of possible and definite dementia were collapsed for purposes of analyses).

3.2. Results {#dad212044-sec-0140}
------------

We first examined the relation between measures of cognitive performance and functional status with severity of ID (IQ), followed by these relations with Diagnostic Status, controlling for IQ. Table [1](#dad212044-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} provides summary statistics stratified by Diagnostic Status and Severity of ID (IQ) and indicates performance on all measures was strongly associated with IQ, ranging from .76 ≥ *r*s ≥ .57, *Ps* \< .001.

###### 

Study 1: mean, standard deviation (in italics), and minimum/maximum score \[in brackets\] for the direct and informant‐based measures of cognition and functioning × diagnostic status × severity of ID for the baseline assessment

<table><thead><tr class="header"><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;">CS (N = 424)</th><th style="text-align: left;">MCI‐DS (N = 79)</th><th style="text-align: left;">Dementia (N = 58)</th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th></tr></thead><tbody><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>MSRT‐TR</p><p>(48)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>31.7,<em>9.8</em></p><p>[2‐48]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>23.9,<em>12.0</em></p><p>[0‐44]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>16.1,<em>11.6</em></p><p>[0‐42]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.4,<em>5.9</em></p><p>[0‐25]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>16.7,<em>10.1</em></p><p>[3‐33]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>13.4,<em>7.6</em></p><p>[0‐30]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>8.4,<em>9.4</em></p><p>[0‐35]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.2,<em>5.3</em></p><p>[0‐13]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>7.3,<em>7.5</em></p><p>[0‐17]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>9.6,<em>9.3</em></p><p>[0‐27]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>1.9,<em>4.2</em></p><p>[0‐13]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.3,<em>0.5</em></p><p>[0‐1]</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>TSI‐T</p><p>(24)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>21.3,<em>1.9</em></p><p>[16‐24]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>19.9,<em>2.6</em></p><p>[7‐24]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>15.1,<em>5.0</em></p><p>[0‐23]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>6.5,<em>4.6</em></p><p>[0‐17]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>19.4,<em>2.2</em></p><p>[16‐22]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>16.6,<em>5.1</em></p><p>[2‐22]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>13.5,<em>5.4</em></p><p>[2‐23]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>5.3,<em>5.8</em></p><p>[0‐14]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>16.0,<em>2.6</em></p><p>[13‐19]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>12.4,<em>7.8</em></p><p>[0‐22]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>6.2,<em>5.6</em></p><p>[0‐16]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.8,<em>4.5</em></p><p>[0‐10]</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>MMMSE‐DS‐T</p><p>(74)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>65.0,<em>7.5</em></p><p>[29‐74]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>53.7,<em>13.2</em></p><p>[4‐73]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>32.2,<em>19.9</em></p><p>[0‐66]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>4.1,<em>8.8</em></p><p>[0‐37]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>54.2,<em>10.2</em></p><p>[14‐32]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>37.7,1<em>7.9</em></p><p>[0‐30]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>24.4,<em>18.5</em></p><p>[0‐60]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.7,<em>8.3</em></p><p>[0‐22]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>19.2,<em>23.3</em></p><p>[0‐56]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>26.1,<em>25.4</em></p><p>[0‐61]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>6.6,<em>11.8</em></p><p>[0‐40]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.5,<em>1.6</em></p><p>[0‐5]</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>DSMSE‐M</p><p>(24)</p><p>DSMSE‐NM</p><p>(79)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>15.0,<em>4.9</em></p><p>[0‐24]</p><p>58.6,10.3</p><p>[31‐78]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>12.4,<em>4.5</em></p><p>[0‐22]</p><p>48.3,<em>11.6</em></p><p>[7‐68]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>8.2,<em>5.5</em></p><p>[0‐22]</p><p>34.3,<em>13.4</em></p><p>[0‐69]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>1.3,<em>2.6</em></p><p>[0‐11]</p><p>14.1,<em>11.8</em></p><p>[0‐37.5]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>7.6,<em>4.6</em></p><p>[1‐16]</p><p>48.1,<em>9.4</em></p><p>[28‐65.5]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>5.3,<em>4.0</em></p><p>[0‐17]</p><p>34.5,<em>14.2</em></p><p>[8‐56]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>4.2,<em>4.3</em></p><p>[0‐17]</p><p>25.8,<em>13.8</em></p><p>[5‐58]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.8,<em>2.5</em></p><p>[0‐8]</p><p>11.3,<em>14.0</em></p><p>[0‐33]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>1.8,<em>2.5</em></p><p>[0‐5] 28.1,<em>8.5</em></p><p>[19‐39]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.12,<em>3.0</em></p><p>[0‐11]</p><p>29.5,<em>21.1</em></p><p>[0‐62]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.6,<em>1.4</em></p><p>[0‐6]</p><p>13.3,<em>13.1</em></p><p>[0‐41]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.2,<em>0.6</em></p><p>[0‐2]</p><p>7.8,<em>10.4</em></p><p>[0‐22]</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">CF‐T<strong><sup>a</sup></strong></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>8.5,<em>3.2</em></p><p>[1‐17]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.8,<em>6.3</em></p><p>[0‐14]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.4,<em>3.0</em></p><p>[0‐14]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.56,<em>1.3</em></p><p>[0‐4]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>5.7,<em>2.8</em></p><p>[1‐10]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.7,<em>3.2</em></p><p>[0‐11]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.0,<em>3.0</em></p><p>[0‐12]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.71,<em>1.3</em></p><p>[0‐3]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.3,<em>2.6</em></p><p>[0‐5]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.3,<em>2.6</em></p><p>[0‐7]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.6,<em>1.2</em></p><p>[0‐4]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;">0.0</td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>VMI‐T</p><p>(27)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>12.8,<em>3.5</em></p><p>[0‐23]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>10.4,<em>2.9</em></p><p>[0‐18]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>7.0,<em>3.8</em></p><p>[0‐16]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>1.2,<em>1.9</em></p><p>[0‐7]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>10.8,<em>1.2</em></p><p>[8‐13]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>7.2,<em>3.6</em></p><p>[0‐12]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>4.5,<em>3.8</em></p><p>[0‐12]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.50,<em>1.2</em></p><p>[0‐3]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>4.8,<em>4.3</em></p><p>[2‐11]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>5.6,<em>4.7</em></p><p>[0‐13]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>2.3,<em>3.4</em></p><p>[0‐9]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.3,<em>0.5</em></p><p>[0‐1]</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>BLOCK‐T</p><p>(78)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>19.8,<em>9.4</em></p><p>[0‐53]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>12.7,<em>7.6</em></p><p>[0‐34]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>6.0,<em>6.1</em></p><p>[0‐26]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.1,<em>0.4</em></p><p>[0‐2]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>11.9,<em>8.8</em></p><p>[0‐26]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>4.9,<em>4.7</em></p><p>[0‐14]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.5,<em>4.6</em></p><p>[0‐13]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.0</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>1.5,<em>1.9</em></p><p>[0‐4]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>4.5,<em>5.5</em></p><p>[0‐13]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>0.8,<em>1.8</em></p><p>[0‐6]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;">0.0</td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>DLD‐SCS<sup>b</sup></p><p>(50)</p><p>DLD‐SOS<sup>b</sup></p><p>(52)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>3.6,<em>4.4</em></p><p>[0‐21]</p><p>6.4,<em>5.2</em></p><p>[0‐24]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>8.3,<em>7.2</em></p><p>[0‐36]</p><p>7.5,<em>5.5</em></p><p>[0‐29]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>14.3,<em>8.9</em></p><p>[0‐35]</p><p>9.3,<em>6.0</em></p><p>[0‐25]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>29.0,<em>9.1</em></p><p>[0‐44]</p><p>19.6,<em>8.5</em></p><p>[5‐38]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>10.9,<em>7.3</em></p><p>[1‐24]</p><p>10.0,<em>5.4</em></p><p>[3‐25]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>18.6,<em>8.9</em></p><p>[3‐36]</p><p>12.2,<em>6.0</em></p><p>[4‐26]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>23.1,<em>8.0</em></p><p>[6‐40]</p><p>14.6,<em>6.2</em></p><p>[3‐32]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>33.4,<em>8.3</em></p><p>[15‐44]</p><p>25.6,<em>11.3</em></p><p>[10‐42]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>24.3,<em>16.6</em></p><p>[0‐44]</p><p>22.5,<em>15.6</em></p><p>[8‐42]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>28.9,<em>10.8</em></p><p>[8‐44]</p><p>22.8,<em>11.9</em></p><p>[9‐40]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>35.7,<em>8.1</em></p><p>[17‐44]</p><p>27.9,<em>12.2</em></p><p>[9‐46]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>37.8,<em>5.5</em></p><p>[26‐44]</p><p>36.2,<em>5.6</em></p><p>[27‐45]</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ABSI‐T</p><p>(280)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>224.8,24.7</p><p>[141‐271]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>204.8,<em>26.1</em></p><p>[129‐260]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>183.8,<em>32.6</em></p><p>[66‐245]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>107.3,<em>38.1</em></p><p>[25‐196]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>204.9,<em>24.6</em></p><p>[154‐246]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>177.8,<em>33.1</em></p><p>[97‐228]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>151.5,<em>29.6</em></p><p>[92‐209]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>83.6,<em>50.0</em></p><p>[18‐178]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>99.9,<em>70.5</em></p><p>[18‐204]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>127.8,<em>64.9</em></p><p>[20‐209]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>90.5,<em>51.5</em></p><p>[19‐191]</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>50.2,<em>34.6</em></p><p>[5‐109]</p></td></tr></tbody></table>

Abbreviations: ABSI‐T, American Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale, Part I‐Total Score; BLOCK‐T, Block Design Subtest‐Total Score; CF‐T, Category Fluency Test‐Total Score; CS, cognitively stable; DLD‐SCS, The Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities, Sum of Cognitive Scores; DLD‐SOS, The Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities, Sum of Social Scores; DLD‐T, The Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities, Total Score; DSMSE‐M, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Memory Score; DSMSE‐NM, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐ Nonmemory Score; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; MMMSE‐DS‐T, Modified Mini Mental Status Examination‐Down Syndrome‐Total Score; MSRT‐TR, Modifed Selective Reminding Test‐Total Recall Score; TSI‐T, Test for Severe Impairment‐Total Score; VMI‐T, the Beery Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual‐Motor Integration‐Total Score

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Analyses of covariance controlling for effects of IQ also verified expectations that performance differed systematically across Diagnostic Status Groups. In all cases, Groups differed significantly with results ranging from *F*(2,502) = 162.09, η~p~ ^2 ^ **= **.39 to *F*(2, 438) = 35.09, η~p~ ^2 ^ **= **.14 (Table S1 in supporting information). Conservative post‐hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction verified that all pairwise Group differences were significant.

All measures showed an appropriate range of performance with very few participants achieving scores at ceiling (Table [1](#dad212044-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). However, some individuals, especially those with more severe ID, performed at or near floor or were unable to perform at all, even when we saw no evidence of dementia.

Because measures of clinical progression of AD within any specific individual can only be quantified when their baseline performance is high enough to allow observations of clinically significant decline, we determined the relation between preclinical severity of ID and the ability to perform significantly above the floor level within groups without MCI‐DS or dementia. This performance level is an arbitrary value above the lowest possible score, and we set our criterion at two standard errors of measurement for all direct tests of cognition. This statistic provided an estimate of within‐person variability and values for specific measures calculated using conservative estimates of test‐retest reliability. These values are listed in Table [2](#dad212044-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}, along with the proportion of individuals performing above this level, stratified by Severity of ID.

###### 

Study 1: percentages of cognitively stable participants scoring at least 2 standard errors of measurement above floor on each test stratified by severity of id, along with estimates of test‐retest reliability

                           \% of Participants performing above 2 SEMs × Level of functioning                 
  ------------ ------ ---- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------
  MSRT‐TR      .896   9    92.0                                                                83.2   52.2   7.5
  TSI‐T        .932   3    100.0                                                               97.4   91.6   54.2
  MMMSE‐DS‐T   .979   7    98.2                                                                90.7   67.3   14.7
  DSMSE‐T      .966   8    99.4                                                                95.7   89.4   48.9
  CF‐T         .865   3    91.4                                                                67.9   35.5   4.7
  VMI‐T        .942   2    97.5                                                                93.0   70.5   18.6
  BLOCK‐T      .938   5    90.2                                                                70.1   38.8   0.0
  ABSI‐T       .934   23   97.6                                                                95.8   88.3   39.5

Abbreviations: ABSI‐T, American Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale‐Total Score; BLOCK‐T, Block Design subtest‐Total Score; CF‐T, Category Fluency Test‐Total Score; DSMSE‐T, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Total Score; ID, intellectual disability; MMMSE‐DS‐T, Modified Mini Mental Status Examination‐Down Syndrome‐Total Score; MSRT‐TR, Modified Selective Reminding Test‐Total Recall Score; SEM, standard error of the mean; TSI‐T, Tet for Severe Impairment‐Total Score; VMI‐T, Beery Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual‐Motor Integration‐Total Score

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Informant‐based measures were handled differently. For the ABSI, we arbitrarily set the criterion equal to or greater than 100 points based on our long‐term experience with this instrument. For the two summary scores generated from the DLD (DLD‐SCS and DLD‐SOS), no participant showed a preclinical score poor enough to preclude quantification of further decline and it was unnecessary to estimate a floor value.

3.3. Discussion {#dad212044-sec-0150}
---------------

The cross‐sectional findings from Study 1 confirmed that our measures are reliable for this target population and are sensitive to clinical progression of AD at the level of group effects. Most participants in the mild/moderate range of ID performed sufficiently well enough on all measures to enable us to document decline. Many of the measures used in direct testing are likely to be uninformative for tracking AD progression for individuals in the severe to profound range of ID. This was especially pronounced for participants with profound ID, where very few scored sufficiently high enough at baseline on the MSRT‐TR (7.5%), the CF‐T (4.7%) and the BLOCK‐T (0.0%) to allow us to track decline on these measures (see Table [2](#dad212044-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). For these groups, assessment may need to rely solely on informant reports absent explicit documentation of preclinical performance above floor. However, there is always the possibility that future research will be able to demonstrate improved testability within this population using other methods.

Study 1 left unanswered the question of whether these measures would be capable of detecting onset of MCI‐DS or incident dementia. Study 2 addressed this directly by focusing analyses on longitudinal examinations of participants who were initially CS and followed on at least two successive assessment cycles.

4. STUDY 2: LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES TO DETECT MCI‐DS AND DEMENTIA ONSET {#dad212044-sec-0160}
=====================================================================

4.1. Method {#dad212044-sec-0170}
-----------

### 4.1.1. Participants {#dad212044-sec-0180}

A subset of Study 1 participants (N = 269) was selected for Study 2 (Figure [1](#dad212044-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Participants included in Study 2 were: (a) CS at the time of their baseline assessment; (b) able to achieve a score significantly above floor on at least one measure of performance; (c) unaffected by conditions or concerns that were unrelated to dementia but that might have complicated interpretation of any observed declines; and (d) had to have a minimum of three assessment cycles and in cases developing MCI‐DS, the first assessment cycle had to be immediately prior to MCI‐DS onset and the third immediately after. Diagnostic Status was determined via case consensus review that considered all available data, now including any longitudinal findings.

The present analyses examined data for three subgroups of participants defined by their longitudinal diagnostic status profile. Group 1 adults remained CS for all three cycles. Group 2 adults developed MCI‐DS during follow‐up and maintained that status. Group 3 adults developed MCI‐DS and then progressed to dementia.

4.2. Results {#dad212044-sec-0190}
------------

Repeated measure analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) examined differences between groups in change over time.[^45^](#dad212044-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} The between‐subjects variables were Sex and Diagnostic Status Group, Test Cycle was the repeated measure and covariates were Age (at Time 1) and IQ. No effects involving Sex were found; subsequently the data for men and women were combined. Table [3](#dad212044-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} presents the means for each measure stratified by Cycle and Diagnostic Status Group.

###### 

Study 2: adjusted least square means and standard deviation (in parentheses) and the minimum and maximum scores \[in brackets\] generated from core assessments

<table><thead><tr class="header"><th style="text-align: left;">Measure</th><th style="text-align: left;">Group 1</th><th style="text-align: left;">Group 2</th><th style="text-align: left;">Group 3</th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th></tr></thead><tbody><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">MSRT‐TR</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[9‐48]</p><p>30.65</p><p>(9.97)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[1‐47]</p><p>31.14</p><p>(9.99)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐48]</p><p>30.19</p><p>(11.76)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[13‐43]</p><p>24.50</p><p>(7.83)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐41]</p><p>17.16</p><p>(11.27)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐41]</p><p>16.16</p><p>(10.14)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[9‐41]</p><p>20.81</p><p>(7.81)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐25]</p><p>12.43</p><p>(6.71)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐17]</p><p>5.47</p><p>(6.29)</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">TSI‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[4‐24]</p><p>19.10</p><p>(4.59)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐24]</p><p>18.98</p><p>(4.84)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐24]</p><p>19.09</p><p>(4.60)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[8‐24]</p><p>17.91</p><p>(4.05)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐23]</p><p>16.26</p><p>(5.14)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐24]</p><p>15.34</p><p>(6.84)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[11‐23]</p><p>17.75</p><p>(3.76)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐23]</p><p>14.85</p><p>(5.60)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐24]</p><p>12.58</p><p>(6.61)</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">MMMSE‐DS‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[12‐74]</p><p>57.61</p><p>(14.30)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐74]</p><p>58.58</p><p>(15.66)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐74]</p><p>58.40</p><p>(15.64)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[24‐71]</p><p>48.71</p><p>(12.87)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[5‐73]</p><p>45.23</p><p>(16.08)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐69]</p><p>40.19</p><p>(17.46)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[10‐71]</p><p>44.39</p><p>(17.58)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐70]</p><p>38.50</p><p>(22.47)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐67]</p><p>24.44</p><p>(21.73)</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">DSMSE‐M</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐23]</p><p>13.60</p><p>(5.44)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐24]</p><p>13.56</p><p>(5.77)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐24]</p><p>13.46</p><p>(6.08)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐20]</p><p>10.66</p><p>(5.08)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐18]</p><p>8.56</p><p>(4.75)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐17]</p><p>7.03</p><p>(4.93)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐19]</p><p>8.25</p><p>(5.13)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐15]</p><p>5.68</p><p>(4.16)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐10]</p><p>2.54</p><p>(3.04)</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">DSMSE‐NM</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[11‐78]</p><p>50.25</p><p>(15.47)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[11‐78]</p><p>50.02</p><p>(16.64)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[11‐76.5]</p><p>50.28</p><p>(16.63)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[11.5‐71]</p><p>41.61</p><p>(17.02)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐73.5]</p><p>38.09</p><p>(16.02)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐66.5]</p><p>35.83</p><p>(19.06)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[18‐70]</p><p>42.70</p><p>(14.66)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐60]</p><p>35.20</p><p>(15.95)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐58]</p><p>23.74</p><p>(15.39)</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">CF‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐17]</p><p>8.20</p><p>(3.26)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐18]</p><p>8.23</p><p>(3.90)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐18]</p><p>8.06</p><p>(3.84)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐12]</p><p>6.33</p><p>(2.93)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐13]</p><p>5.70</p><p>(3.31)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐12]</p><p>4.79</p><p>(2.81)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐11]</p><p>5.88</p><p>(2.63)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐8]</p><p>4.19</p><p>(2.37)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐10]</p><p>2.56</p><p>(2.63)</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">VMI‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐23]</p><p>11.47</p><p>(3.90)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐24]</p><p>11.60</p><p>(4.00)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[1‐21]</p><p>11.17</p><p>(3.74)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐14]</p><p>9.09</p><p>(2.90)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐15]</p><p>9.10</p><p>(3.63)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐13]</p><p>8.00</p><p>(3.40)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[3‐13]</p><p>9.00</p><p>(3.29)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐16]</p><p>7.15</p><p>(4.28)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐12]</p><p>4.73</p><p>(4.43)</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">BLOCK‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[6‐53]</p><p>18.82</p><p>(8.78)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐59]</p><p>18.50</p><p>(9.55)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐64]</p><p>18.56</p><p>(10.06)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[5‐30]</p><p>11.08</p><p>(6.31)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐24]</p><p>8.35</p><p>(6.71)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐22]</p><p>7.83</p><p>(6.02)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[5‐35]</p><p>13.13</p><p>(7.83)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐16]</p><p>7.79</p><p>(4.58)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐16]</p><p>4.00</p><p>(5.45)</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">DLD‐SCS</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐36]</p><p>8.72</p><p>(9.47)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐35]</p><p>8.14</p><p>(8.59)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐34]</p><p>8.57</p><p>(9.57)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐28]</p><p>10.85</p><p>(8.50)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[1‐36]</p><p>16.03</p><p>(8.35)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐32]</p><p>16.67</p><p>(8.01)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐32]</p><p>10.28</p><p>(7.82)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐40]</p><p>17.50</p><p>(9.91)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[6‐40]</p><p>26.90</p><p>(8.86)</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">DLD‐SOS</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐34]</p><p>7.79</p><p>(6.34)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐31]</p><p>7.53</p><p>(6.13)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐32]</p><p>7.31</p><p>(5.91)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐25]</p><p>10.27</p><p>(6.58)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐24]</p><p>12.00</p><p>(5.78)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[1‐27]</p><p>12.31</p><p>(6.97)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[0‐16]</p><p>6.52</p><p>(4.47)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐32]</p><p>12.17</p><p>(7.04)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[2‐44]</p><p>18.07</p><p>(10.62)</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">ABSI‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[104‐271]</p><p>205.91</p><p>(37.22)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[94‐273]</p><p>206.66</p><p>(38.88)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[90‐275]</p><p>205.11</p><p>(39.00)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[129‐248]</p><p>190.90</p><p>(31.75)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[107‐242]</p><p>173.95</p><p>(35.11)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[97‐227]</p><p>163.56</p><p>(32.44)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[143‐262]</p><p>199.27</p><p>(29.89)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[107‐252]</p><p>179.27</p><p>(32.14)</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>[32‐209]</p><p>140.55</p><p>(42.47)</p></td></tr></tbody></table>

Abbreviations: ABSI‐T, American Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale, Part I‐Total Score; BLOCK‐T, Block Design subtest‐Total Score; CF‐T, Category Fluency Test‐Total Score; CS, cognitively stable; DLD‐SCS, Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Sum of Cognitive Scores; DLD‐SOS, Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Sum of Social Scores; DLD‐T, Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Sum of Total Scores; DSMSE‐M, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Memory Score; DSMSE‐NM, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Nonmemory Score; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; MMMSE‐T, Modified Mini Mental Status Examination‐Total Score; MSRT‐TR, Modified Selective Reminding Test‐Total Recall Score; TSI‐T, Test of Severe Impairment‐Total Score; VMI‐T, Beery Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual Motor Integration‐Total Score

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

As expected, IQ was strongly related to performance on all tests (*F*s \> 100) while age effects were more variable (effects not shown). The Cycle × Diagnostic Group interactions were of primary a priori interest and as predicted, significant multivariate interactions were found for all measures with results ranging from *F*(4,348) = 4.42, η~p~ ^2 ^= .05 for CF‐T; to *F*(4,448) = 50.69, η~p~ ^2 ^= .31 for the DSMSE‐NM (Table [4](#dad212044-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). Post‐hoc contrasts (with Bonferroni correction) examined differences in performance over time within Diagnostic Status Groups and showed: (a) no declines for the Group remaining CS, (b) declines with onset for both Groups developing MCI‐DS (for almost all measures), and (c) further declines with onset of dementia. Note the consistency of these findings across all direct testing measures with two exceptions: CF‐T and visuospatial integration (VMI‐T), for which significant declines emerged only with dementia onset. While we expected that not all the measures would be sensitive to MCI‐DS, why these two particular measures were not, cannot explained. However, our findings are consistent with some of those found in the neurotypical population for CF‐T and visual motor integration ([^46^](#dad212044-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [^47^](#dad212044-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, respectively).

###### 

Study 2: The cycle х diagnostic status multivariate interaction and post‐hoc comparison within diagnostic status group (*P*‐values)

<table><thead><tr class="header"><th style="text-align: left;">Measure</th><th style="text-align: left;">Cycle × Diagnostic statusmultivariate interaction</th><th style="text-align: left;">Group 1CS,CS,CS</th><th style="text-align: left;">Group 2CS,MCI‐DS,MCI‐DS</th><th style="text-align: left;">Group 3CS,MCI‐DS, Dementia</th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th><th style="text-align: left;"></th></tr></thead><tbody><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">MSRT‐TR</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,366) = 14.44<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .14</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.001</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.001</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.002</td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">TSI‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,452) = 20.77<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .16</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>DSMSE‐M</p><p>DSMSE‐NM</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p><em>F</em>(4,456) = 13.18<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .10</p><p><em>F</em>(4,448) = 50.691 η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .31</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.010</p><p>.003</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>.000</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.003</p><p>.000</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>.000</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.001</p><p>.000</p></td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">MMMSE‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,418) = 38.10<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .27</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.030</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.001</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">CF‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,348) = 4.42<sup>2</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .05</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.030</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.068</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;">VMI‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,420) = 13.98<sup>1</sup> ,η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .12</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.016</td><td style="text-align: left;">.006</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">BLOCK‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,352) = 8.91<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .10</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.047</td><td style="text-align: left;">.051</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.022</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.026</td></tr><tr class="even"><td style="text-align: left;"><p>DLD‐SCS</p><p>DLD‐SOS</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p><em>F</em>(4,478) = 57.44<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .33</p><p><em>F</em>(4,478) = 26.11<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .18</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>ns</p><p>ns</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>.000</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>.000</p></td><td style="text-align: left;"><p>.000</p><p>.000</p></td></tr><tr class="odd"><td style="text-align: left;">ABSI‐T</td><td style="text-align: left;"><em>F</em>(4,584) = 53.10<sup>1</sup>, η<sub>p</sub> <sup>2 </sup>= .31</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">ns</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.005</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td><td style="text-align: left;">.000</td></tr></tbody></table>

*F*‐ratio was significant at: ^1^ *p *\< .001 level. ^2^ *p *\< .01 level. ^3^ *p *\< .05 level

Abbreviations: ABSI‐T, American Association on Mental Deficiency Adaptive Behavior Scale, Part I‐Total Score; BLOCK‐T, Block Design subtest‐Total Score; CF‐T, Category Fluency Test‐Total Score; CS, cognitively stable; DEM, dementia; DLD‐SCS, Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Sum of Cognitive Scores; DLD‐SOS, Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Sum of Social Scores; DLD‐T, Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Total Score; DSMSE‐M, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Memory Score; DSMSE‐NM, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Nonmemory Score; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; MMMSE‐T, Modified Mini Mental Status Examination‐Down Syndrome‐Total Score; MSRT‐TR, Modified Selective Reminding Test‐Total Recall Scor; ns, not significant; TSI‐T, Test for Severe Impairment‐Total Score; VMI‐T, Beery Buktenica Test of Visual Motor Integration

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

This pattern was similar for measures based on informant interviews. The two subscales of the DLD showed differential sensitivity to incident MCI‐DS, with the summary score reflecting cognitive skills (DLD‐SCS) showing clear change with MCI‐DS onset and the summary score reflecting social skills (DLD‐SOS) showing only small and statistically insignificant losses until the onset of dementia. While MCI in the neurotypical population is expected to have minimal impacts on functional skills related to everyday activity, we found significant declines in the ABSI at MCI‐DS onset. Decline further progressed for those who developed incident dementia. This finding suggests that, at least for adults with DS, the ADL skills assessed by the ABSI may be as cognitively demanding as instrumental activities of daily living are for neurotypical adults.

Studies 1 and 2 provided convincing evidence of the utility of these measures for distinguishing MCI‐DS, even at onset, from preclinical AD and approximate a true gold standard that is based on consensus review of broad profiles of performance on our longitudinal evaluation. While these findings bolster our confidence in the validity of these classifications, specifics of our procedure raised the possibility that, given consensus decisions were informed by these same measures, partial circularity may have contributed substantially to the strong associations between overall classification and more detailed specifics of performance. This concern should be somewhat mitigated by the fact that specific criterion scores were never considered during consensus determinations and performance on no specific task predicted consensus status with perfect precision. Nevertheless, this possibility of partial circularity needs to be addressed procedurally and this was the aim of Study 3.

5. STUDY 3: ADDRESSING CIRCULARITY IN EVALUATING SPECIFIC MEASURES' RELATION TO DIAGNOSTIC STATUS {#dad212044-sec-0200}
=================================================================================================

5.1. Method {#dad212044-sec-0210}
-----------

### 5.1.1. Participants {#dad212044-sec-0220}

The Study 3 sample included all participants assessed at Cycles 7 (N = 187), 8 (N = 173), or 9 (N = 118) of our longitudinal study who received a classification of CS, MCI‐DS, or Dementia (Figure [1](#dad212044-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). (Note that with rolling enrollment, the number of previous assessments for each individual varied from zero to six and the lower numbers for Cycles 8 and 9 tend to reflect differences in time of enrollment rather than attrition.)

### 5.1.2. Procedures {#dad212044-sec-0230}

Study 3 modified our standard case consensus review procedures. Individual overviews of all data considered in reviews were generated as for Studies 1 and 2. In addition, the database coordinator generated another six sets of summaries for each participant, each excluding data for one assessment instrument, for example, one summary sheet excluding the MSRT‐TR, one excluding the MMMSE‐T and so on for the other measures. This allowed us to relate each measure to a consensus classification made without knowledge of performance on that specific measure. (Note that some procedures generated more than one measure, so only six additional ratings were needed to allow us to examine the impact of partial circularity for the larger variable set.) To minimize raters' ability to link these summaries for any individual participant, all personal identifiers were removed, and each overview received a unique identifier code for each one of these six ratings. (Only the database coordinator had access to codes linking these identifiers to the original participant numbers, and this person did not participate in any of the modified consensus decisions.) Each coded overview was initially reviewed by three people, two investigators plus the study coordinator or a highly experienced research associate. Each person rated clinical dementia status independently. In each case, 100% agreement defined the reference standard at this point. When there were disagreements, two additional investigators evaluated that case and agreement among four of the five raters was taken as consensus. There were no cases that failed to reach this standard.

5.2. Results {#dad212044-sec-0240}
------------

We found a high degree of agreement between our standard consensus decisions, considering all information available and the modified consensus procedures. Table [5](#dad212044-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes these results, averaged across the three cycles of testing, stratified by Diagnostic Status Group for each of the six modified classification decisions. Overall, this degree of agreement suggests that differences between our standard and modified consensus procedures had minimal impact on Study 1 or 2 findings. We verified this by repeated analyses of performance associated with Diagnostic Status for the smaller sample of participants in Cycles 7, 8, and 9, with results ranging from *F*(2,62) = 10.0, η~p~ ^2 ^= .24; to *F*(2,184) = 123.9, η~p~ ^2 ^= .58. We recognize that our consensus determinations are inherently imperfect, especially in the accurate classification of those individuals with possible MCI‐DS. Studies in the neurotypical population have also found inaccuracies in the determination of cognitive status, especially between the boundaries of CS and MCI.[^48^](#dad212044-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Study 3: mean percent agreement between the standard consensus conference procedures and alternative consensus conference procedures

  Measure subtracted   \% Agreement with original consensus review procedures                 
  -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------
  MSRT‐TR              76.6                                                     74.6   73.2   88.6
  DSMSE‐T              77.0                                                     74.2   75.6   88.6
  MMMSE‐T              74.0                                                     72.3   69.8   86.1
  CF‐T                 76.2                                                     74.6   73.2   86.1
  BLOCK‐T              75.0                                                     72.7   72.3   87.2
  DLD‐T                77.7                                                     76.5   74.0   87.3

Abbreviations: BLOCK‐T, Block Design subtest; CF‐T, Category Fluency Test; CS, cognitively stable; DEM, dementia; DLD‐T, Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities‐Total Score; DSMSE‐T, Down Syndrome Mental Status Examination‐Total Score; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; MMMSE‐T, Modified Mini Mental Status Examination‐Down Syndrome‐Total Score; MSRT‐TR, Modified Selective Reminding Test‐Total Recall Score

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

6. OVERALL DISCUSSION {#dad212044-sec-0250}
=====================

In individuals with DS, MCI is a conceptually clear but empirically ill‐defined prodromal stage of AD, a gray area between "cognitively‐normal" aging and dementia. From a biomedical science perspective, knowledge regarding the earliest stages of AD is vital in furthering an understanding of how the disease evolves, for adults with DS and more generally. From a clinical perspective, identifying individuals experiencing cognitive decline caused by AD, as early as possible, is imperative for maximizing treatment efficacy. More than two‐thirds of adults with DS have the clinical symptoms of dementia by the time they reach 65 years of age, which speaks to a pressing need for clear and objective standards defining MCI in the largest genetically defined high‐risk population.

The sequence of studies described focused on the evaluation of objective methods we predicted would be sensitive to the onset of MCI‐DS, verified that these methods have utility for recognizing declines associated with the prodromal stage of AD (MCI‐DS) and for tracking further disease progression for adults with mild to moderate ID. As expected, this was the case for most of the measures examined, but not all. Testing of CF‐T and visuospatial organization (VMI‐T), as well as informant measures tapping social rather than cognitive abilities (DLD‐SOS), showed changes only with dementia.

Esbensen[^49^](#dad212044-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} reviewed characteristics of informative outcome measures for clinical trials, specifying that measures must be developmentally appropriate, reliable, valid for content and criterion‐related standards, able to detect change, interpretable, and feasible to administer without substantial floor or ceiling effects. These criteria apply to the tests evaluated herein with respect to their proficiency for recognizing early declines in adults with DS, corresponding to MCI for neurotypical elderly adults.

We believe that there are compelling reasons for viewing these findings as significant. Availability of empirically supported measures sensitive to MCI‐DS can inform clinical diagnosis. Individuals at this stage of AD progression will be the best targets for inclusion in clinical trials for treatment with efficacious disease‐modifying drugs once they become available. More immediately, we have direct evidence supporting the use of these measures as outcomes for clinical trials of promising treatments. Finally, these measures can serve as critically important tools in discovery studies targeting biomarkers of preclinical stage of AD prior to MCI‐DS onset with the goal of preventing clinical progression altogether in the highest risk individuals.[^50^](#dad212044-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} In‐vitro biomarker technology is rapidly developing and prospective studies with clear relationships of future clinical progression are needed for validation. Studies of sensitivity and specificity are now needed to determine the extent to which group effects extend to specific measures of individual patients.

While our methods showed considerable promise for informing diagnostic decisions, clinical judgements will continue to be key to placing findings from these tests within a framework that includes other sources of information. The insidious character of clinical onset of AD and its variable impacts on performance across individuals guarantees a degree of imprecision prior to more advanced disease progression, and we must accept this reality until highly valid biomarkers of preclinical and prodromal AD are discovered. This is a target of currently ongoing research by our program and that of others. The methods described here will support these efforts. Thus, they provide essential tools to inform current clinical diagnosis and to support biomarker discovery that can provide the field with the true diagnostic gold standard it seeks.
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